A REPORT ON THEATRE ORGAN ACTIVITY IN THE UTICA-ROME, NEW YORK AREA

by Donald Robinson

Theatre Organ activity in this Central New York area of the Mohawk Valley has reached a new and challenging level.

The organ in the Stanley Theatre in Utica, New York has been donated to the City by RKO-Stanley-Warner Inc. The organ, a 3/13 Wurlitzer which is being removed, will be rebuilt and installed in an arta high school auditorium with a seating capacity of 1,300.

Area members of ATOS plus other local organ enthusiasts have formed a group and have undertaken the task of dismantling and removing and to rebuild and install the organ in its new home. The offer of the organ and the final acceptance of the instrument by Utica was the result of much effort. It represents three months of leg work, searching for a suitable home for the instrument, letters, telephone calls, appearances before City subcommittees, full committees and board of directors.

The success in finally getting a unanimous approval of accepting the instrument may be accredited to several factors, principally the salesmanship of the basic principles of ATOS and its effect on the national scene, the rise and success of theatre organ activity in our own neighboring upstate New York cities: Syracuse, Rochester, as well as our own Rome project in the Capitol Theatre and last but not least, the Niagara Frontier Chapter headquartered in Buffalo, which might be looked upon as the "Mother of theatre organ activity in upstate New York." Now in her tenth year of activity, she might smile approvingly at her "offspring" so to speak, that have blossomed over the years outside her Buffalo boundaries, having certainly been an indirect influence at least on their successes.

The acquisition of the Stanley Theatre organ as a restoration project comes after a ten year effort in trying to bring this instrument out of "moth balls".

The final sounds of this instrument came forth on the morning of Saturday, January 25th at the hands of the area's two active theatre organists, Carl Brush and John Seaton who are both organists at the Capitol Theatre in Rome. Dismantling of the instrument began February 1st.

In our next report from this location, we'll briefly summarize the dismantling and removal. This report would be very much incomplete without mentioning our activities in the Capitol Theatre in Rome. The organ is featured regularly on week-ends, Fridays and Saturdays. The instrument is also used during stage shows and community programs. The opening of the United Fund Campaign Program held in the theatre a few months ago featured Carl Brush at the 3/7 Moller.

Finally the Organ Loft Program (which celebrated its seventh anniversary April 20th) continues to serve the FM listening audience with the best sounds in organ music over Utica's FM Stereo Voice, WUFM, 107.3 on the dial, every Sunday evening with the writer as host.